Outline for Guideline for Referring

1. Decision Maker – Describe the Ideal Contact for them to refer you to. The person
who will benefit most from meeting with you and will see the value of your
product or service. (think through what type of personality you best identify with,
we always relate best with people who think the same way we do)

2. Revenue - What size company are you the ideal fit for, based on their annual
sales.

3. No. of Employees - What size company are you the ideal fit for, based on the
number of employees, managers, sales people etc. This is based on your
assumptions and your experience that certain sized companies are more likely to
be a good target for you.

4. Location - What Market areas are you interested in based on your ability to
properly service and support them? Do multiple locations create or detract from
their desirability?

5. Industry - What specific industries or business types are you an ideal fit for?
(Based on your products, services, and location, size and past successes.

6. Value (Price Sensitivity) - Would you prefer to have a customer for whom price is
not the dominant driver of whether or not they will do business with you? Maybe
you are more interested in volume?

7. Consultative – Are you good collaborating with your customers and find your
ideal clients value your strengths in finding solutions and providing additional
value?

8. Flexibility – Are customers who frequently working in a dynamic or changing
environment and require flexibility in their vendors a good match or are your
products and services rigidly defined?

9. Responsiveness – Is your company a good match for companies that need rapid
response and delivery of products and services?

10. Product or Service Complexity - Someone with very simple needs is unlikely to
choose you simply because you will not be the low cost provider. The ideal
customer recognizes that the complexity of their business will require special
competence on the part of their vendors, as well as outstanding communication in
order to minimize rework, delays.

11. Contract Lifecycle - Your ideal customer intends to engage you to satisfy longterm, consistent product or service requirements.

12. Comments – What might a potential Ideal Customer be saying that would indicate
they are in need of your services? (unhappy with current product, service or
vendor, sales or production problems, or in general looking for more information
related to what you do etc.)

13. Signs or Indicators – What kind of signs or indicators would flag a need for you
products or services? Are they hiring or firing? Growing or downsizing? For sale
or Looking to acquire?

Give your referral partner a clear picture of who you are looking for so they know you’re
Ideal Prospect when they see them. The better job you can do of visually painting this
picture with your Guideline for Referring. The more success you will have. Best of Luck!

